
When program missteps and delays are not an option, 
forward-thinking organizations mobilize the right 
resources to achieve desired outcomes.

A lack of dedicated focus on milestone achievements can 
trigger missed deadlines. Unforeseen technical glitches 
can cause a solution to fall short of user expectations. 
Even minor implementation gaps can spawn lengthy 
reworks or workarounds to defuse issues, resulting in 
material financial and productivity losses.

IT project 
management

To learn more about Flexential services, contact us at 
877.448.9378 or sales@flexential.com

• Experts in Agile and traditional Project 
Management Institute methodologies

• Cost-effective PM support, with costs less 
than 5% of overall budget

• Diverse staffing options to meet specific 
business challenges

• Engagements for one-time-only or limited-
duration initiatives

• Clarity of project scope, timing and roles

• Decreased project time and expense

• Reallocation of internal resources on strategic 
initiatives

• Proactive risk monitoring and contingency 
planning

• Rigorous, best-practice project management

• Knowledge transfer for ongoing production 
support

Features

Benefits

Bench strength when you need it most



Flexential helps organizations optimize IT transformation while simultaneously 
balancing cost, scalability, compliance and security. With a focus on building trusted 
relationships, providing valuable support and delivering tailored solutions and reliable 
performance, Flexential delivers colocation, connectivity, cloud, managed solutions 
and professional services to 4,200 customers across the U.S. and Canada. 
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Guiding projects over the finish line

We offer a customized approach to outsourced project management to help push your organization’s projects over the 
finish line, all while adhering to your budget parameters.

Whether you’re implementing new technical solutions, migrating from one platform to another or conducting security 
audits and assessments, our certified and skilled project managers can provide the technical support and project 
leadership you need on an as-needed basis.

Flexible engagement options

Flexential project management consultants are available on a one- or limited-time basis. We’ll align projects to your 
organization’s overall vision, mission, priorities, goals and culture. We can come in mid-stream to salvage failing projects 
or lead initiatives from start to finish to help ensure your critical initiatives stay on track and on budget.


